For Immediate Release:

Do You Have A Classic Car – Or Do You Just Dream Of Owning One?
Now Maybe Your Chance!
New Online Classic Car Auction Site Launched – Hassle Free and No Entry Fee!

Selling a classic car – to some fanatics is like letting go of a member of family! Fine Classic Autos,
understands this passion and has launched a new website this month providing an affordable online classic
car auction. Their objective is to provide a good selection of quality cars for auction online, offering a high
level of service and the most competitive commission rates in the business.
If you are considering selling your classic car or interested in buying one, Fine Classic Autos is a fantastic way
to get an excellent deal for your vehicle – what’s more, there are no entry fees. As a small but dedicated
team of classic car enthusiasts and professionals, they are sure to provide an enthusiastic service to both the
buyer and seller. So whether you are looking to buy or sell a 1930’s Alvis, a 1950’s American classic, a 1960’s
Jaguar, or a 1980’s Mercedes, Fine Classic Autos will help you reach the best buyers and will hold your hand
every step of the way.
Entry is a simple process. Just submit the vehicle details via the online entry form. Fine Classic Autos will help
provide a pre‐sale estimate; reserve price and the auction start and end date prior to listing it on the
website. Auctions take place continuously, with start and end times determined by the seller. It is actively
encouraged that potential bidders view the vehicle beforehand in person. Clients wishing to view a vehicle
can get in touch with Fine Classic Autos directly to arrange a viewing with the seller at a mutually convenient
time and place.
Hassle free – All buyers are vetted prior to bidding and payment is made via segregated client escrow
account for the security of both parties. There is no fee for entering a vehicle. A seller’s fee of 4% of the
hammer price +VAT is applicable once the vehicle is sold. This simple, no‐nonsense website takes the time
and effort out of buying or selling a classic vehicle. Leave the worry to Classic Autos and start looking for
your new classic ‘love’

For further details, please visit: www.fineclassicautos.com

Notes to Editors:
Fine Classic Autos was founded by Philip Spani and Stephane Aderca, and is a UK based company.
Philip Spani grew up around his family’s unusual car collection which included such iconic cars as: Alfa
Romeo and Lancia, Jowett, Lanchester and Bentley. In a career spanning 30 years, Philip has handled
everything from affordable classics, to modern supercars like the Bugatti EB 110, to exotics such as Ferrari
250 GTO, Aston Martin DB4 Zagato, and Maserati Birdcage.
Stephane Aderca is a life‐long Rolls‐Royce enthusiast whose first car was a 1939 Rolls‐Royce Wraith sporting
the last pre‐war HJ Mulliner body. An engineer by training, Stephane has spent his entire career in the
financial services industry.
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